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Bolanachi Building
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The Gridline System explained
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Project overview
In March 2018, the Hyde Group employed Kier
Housing Maintenance to deliver the removal
and replacement of the external cladding and
insulation at Bolanachi Building, Bermondsey.

Bolanachi Building
is a nine-storey mixed tenure
apartment block, made
up of 145 homes. It sits
on a constrained site with
minimum storage space and
is flanked by busy roads and
a railway line serving central
London. The building was
to remain fully occupied
throughout the project.
Project requirements:
• Cladding and insulation materials were
to be removed, back to the final 12.5mm
skin of plasterboard, which separated the
homes from the work being undertaken.

• The building was to be left in a watertight
and secure condition at the end of every
working day, with the final new cladding
panels fitted at the end of the week
to all areas previously removed.

• Work was to be completed without
disturbing or disrupting residents’
internal services and finishes.

• Works were to be completed in four phases
to minimise disruption to residents and
the local community, with a phased scaffold
to the elevations.
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Emerging challenges
Before starting any works, Kier carried out a full pre-condition
survey of the properties to determine any existing damage
and locate and identify any fittings, electrical or plumbing
services located on or within the affected walls. Operatives
were given this information on a daily basis during morning
briefings, so they were fully aware of site conditions.

When the first panels were removed, Kier
found complications with the underlying
substructure to the apartments. It was clear
that works would need to be reprogrammed
to remove and re-fix panels and insulation
in quick succession, rather than the original
project requirement of a phased scaffold
to the elevations.
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Kier also marked up the
waterproofing layer with
services information to assist
any future contractor working
on the site.
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Identifying a solution:
a Gridline System
Following close collaboration with Martin Arnold Associates, a Gridline
System was recommended as the best solution to this new challenge.

Such a system would:
• Allow Kier to better capture
repetitive defects and clearly
identify their location.

22. GL 1 – 3 Elevation D FL 1
10 July 2018
First floor Tyvek covered,
and shallow channel fitted.

• Provide more assurance
for Hyde, with better
accountability, and full
documentation and control
– essential on a site where
all materials were recorded
at varying stages of their
installation.
• Allow locations of work
to be clearly identified
in weekly site reports.
• Enable any remedial works
emerging during the project
to be clearly and easily
recorded and managed.

23. GL 1 – 3 Elevation D FL 1
10 July 2018
The corner of Elevation D/E at first floor.

Above: Example of Gridline System being used
to record progress in the weekly site report.
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Setting up the
Gridline System
The Bolanachi Building Gridline System
was set up using the gridline co-ordinates
from its original construction drawings.

Existing grid numbers

Above: Original construction drawing
of Elevation E with gridlines

GL U-S

GL S-R

FL 3
FL 2
FL 1
FL 0

Above: View of Elevation E with
gridlines set up for this project
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GL R-P

GL P-M

GL M-K

GL K-H

GL H-E

GL E-B

GL B-A
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Using the Gridline
System on site

Week
2&3

Week 1

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

The Gridline System was used to programme
the project. As the apartments were occupied
by residents, a five-day (Monday to Friday)
sequence of activity to strip off and replace
cladding was developed. This would minimise
disruption and reduce the risk of large areas
being open to the elements for long
periods of time.

Week 9

Above: View of Elevation E showing how the Gridline
System was used to help sequence works
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Five-day project
sequence
Day 1
Strip off existing cladding and other elements
back to the Steel Frame Structure (SFS). Review
existing SFS, agree any remedials with client and
complete on same day. Installation of insulation
between metal stud and installation of cement
board and waterproof layer.
Day 2
Installation of secondary insulation, then
complete and install horizontal brackets.

Day 3
Start installation of fire breaks at floor
level, party walls and around windows.

Day 4
Complete installation of fire breaks
and install rainscreen insulation.
Commence with vertical brackets ready
to receive new rainscreen cladding.

Day 5
Complete installation of vertical
fire brackets and installation
of rainscreen cladding.
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	4mm Valcan Vitracore G2 panels
VB9031/VC9205
Aluminium tee rail 6063-T6

7

	9mm Euroform Versaliner

8

	SFS Framing – by others

9

	100mm Knauf Earthwool Omnifit insulation

	Sliding aluminium support bracket
with thermal pad

10

	Vapour control layer – by others

4

	Horizontal channel – 2mm galv steel

11

	Internal finishes – by others

5

	75mm Rockwool Rainscreen Duoslab

12

	2mm aluminium horizontal joint trim
– PPC BLACK RAL 9005

6

	Dupont Tyvek Firecurb housewrap
breather membrane

13

	Ø16mm head rivet VB9031/VC9205
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Above: Section of the new external wall showing
the materials installed over the five-day programme.
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Summing up
Implementing a Gridline System at Bolanachi
Building provided an effective and flexible
solution to an emerging challenge.
Collaborating in this way has benefited
all stakeholders; operatives and residents
have experienced clear communication
and knowledge of site works and for
the client, all project requirements have
been met on schedule.
Finally, not only is the Gridline System a safe
way of working, its repetitive nature has created
economies and efficiencies for all involved.
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Contact
the team
Talk to us about how we can deliver your fire safety projects
Claire Kershaw
Strategic Development Director
Tel: +44 (0)7712 537929
claire.kershaw@kier.co.uk

Ross Green
Head of Business Development
Tell: +44 (0)7715 243560
ross.green@kier.co.uk
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Kier Group
Head office
Tempsford Hall
Sandy
Bedfordshire
SG19 2BD
T: 01767 355000
E: info@kier.co.uk
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Kier Housing Maintenance works
in 350,000 homes throughout the
UK, maintaining them to a compliant,
secure and comfortable standard.
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